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Abstract

Background: It is not known whether bone mineral density (BMD) measured

at baseline or as the rate of decline prior to baseline (prior bone loss) is a stron-

ger predictor of incident dementia or Alzheimer's disease (AD).

Methods: We performed a meta-analysis of three longitudinal studies, the

Framingham Heart Study (FHS), the Rotterdam Study (RS), and the Rush

Memory and Aging Project (MAP), modeling the time to diagnosis of dementia

as a function of BMD measures accounting for covariates. We included individ-

uals with one or two BMD assessments, aged ≥60 years, and free of dementia

at baseline with follow-up available. BMD was measured at the hip femoral

neck using dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA), or at the heel calcaneus

using quantitative ultrasound to calculate estimated BMD (eBMD). BMD at

study baseline (“baseline BMD”) and annualized percentage change in BMD
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prior to baseline (“prior bone loss”) were included as continuous measures.

The primary outcome was incident dementia diagnosis within 10 years of base-

line, and incident AD was a secondary outcome. Baseline covariates included

age, sex, body mass index, ApoE4 genotype, and education.

Results: The combined sample size across all three studies was 4431 with

606 incident dementia diagnoses, 498 of which were AD. A meta-analysis of

baseline BMD across three studies showed higher BMD to have a significant pro-

tective association with incident dementia with a hazard ratio of 0.47 (95% CI:

0.23–0.96; p = 0.038) per increase in g/cm2, or 0.91 (95% CI: 0.84–0.995) per

standard deviation increase. We observed a significant association between prior

bone loss and incident dementia with a hazard ratio of 1.30 (95% CI: 1.12–1.51;
p < 0.001) per percent increase in prior bone loss only in the FHS cohort.

Conclusions: Baseline BMD but not prior bone loss was associated with

incident dementia in a meta-analysis across three studies.
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INTRODUCTION

The association between bone mineral density (BMD)
and dementia has been found in many studies.1–7 It may
be due to common risk factors that include age, lifestyle
factors including lack of physical activity and smoking,
vitamin D deficiency, and ApoE4 genotype,8 and
common mechanisms such as estrogen signaling, inflam-
mation, brain-derived molecules affecting bone, and
bone-derived mediators affecting the brain.9 Low BMD
has been associated with time to Alzheimer's disease
(AD) in a Chinese cohort study,1 and with both time to
AD and all-cause dementia in the Framingham Heart
Study (FHS) in women, but not men.2 Low BMD was also
associated with brain structural changes and cognitive
performance in FHS.3 Two large US-based prospective
studies found women with more rapid bone loss were
more likely to develop cognitive decline.4,5 More recently,
a large Canadian-based cohort study found a significant
association between cognitive decline and bone loss that
was strongest in women,6 and a large prospective study
from Hong Kong showed low BMD at multiple skeletal
sites to be associated with incident dementia.7

Thus, the associations between baseline BMD and
incident dementia, and prior bone loss and cognitive
decline, are established.1,2,4,5,7 However, the association
between prior bone loss and incident dementia has not
yet been studied. Furthermore, baseline BMD and prior
bone loss have not been directly compared for association
with incident dementia in the same study. We hypothe-
size that prior bone loss, representing the prior rate of

bone loss over time, may show a stronger association
with incident dementia than BMD measured at a single
time point. Thus, we sought to compare the size (effect
estimate) and strength (p-value) of the association
between BMD and prior bone loss with incident

Key points

• There is a significant protective association
between higher baseline bone mineral density
(BMD) and time to dementia when meta-
analyzing across three studies with 4431
participants.

• The association between prior bone loss and
incident dementia was only significant in one
study and not in the meta-analysis.

• The protective association of baseline BMD
with incident dementia is robust to skeletal site
and to participant characteristics such as age
and sex, which varied across studies.

Why does this paper matter?

It is important to know whether baseline bone
density or prior bone loss is a better predictor of
future dementia risk when considering each as a
potential biomarker and when examining poten-
tial pathological mechanisms connecting bone
loss and cognitive decline.

2 LARY ET AL.
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dementia in analyses in three different studies and a
meta-analysis of each measure across studies.

METHODS

Cohorts

The FHS is an ongoing three-generation community-
based study initiated in 1948 with enrollment into the
ancillary Framingham Osteoporosis Study beginning in
1991.10 We included the Original cohort (BMD assess-
ments at exams 20 [1986–1990] and 24 [1995–1998]) and
the Offspring cohort (BMD assessments at the exam
6 [1995–1998] and exam 8 [2005–2008] call-back visits).
The Rotterdam Study (RS) is an ongoing prospective
population-based cohort started in 199011 with members
of the RS1 cohort included with BMD assessments at
visits 2 (1993–1995) and 3 (1997–1999). The Rush Mem-
ory and Aging Project (MAP)12 was started in 1997 by the
Rush Alzheimer's Disease Center (RADC) as a longitudi-
nal cohort study which recruits older participants with-
out known dementia.

Exposures and covariates

In FHS and RS, BMD of the hip femoral neck was mea-
sured using dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) in
g/cm2 (GE Lunar Prodigy, coefficient of variation 1.7%10

in FHS and 3.2%13 in RS) with roughly 4 or 8 years
between BMD measurements for RS and FHS, respec-
tively. In MAP, Quantitative Ultrasound (QUS) with the
Hologic Sahara measured broadband ultrasound attenua-
tion (BUA) and speed of sound (SOS) in the mid calca-
neus to estimate heel BMD in g/cm2 as per the
manufacturer's software with a precision of 0.014 g/cm2.
Dementia follow-up began after the second (“baseline”)
BMD assessment for FHS and RS or the only assessment
for MAP (Figure 1). Baseline BMD and prior bone loss

(annualized percentage decline from the first BMD mea-
sure) were the primary exposure variables. We consid-
ered the following covariates based on evidence of a
confounding between BMD and dementia8: age, sex, cur-
rent smoking, current estrogen usage in women, body
mass index (BMI), educational attainment categorized as
high school or less or some college or more, and ApoE4
status given by one or two copies of the APOE ε4 allele.
Activity level is also a potential confounder but was not
included due to lack of consistent measurement across
studies. Covariates that did not show a significant associ-
ation with dementia in FHS were not included, and the
final models included age, sex, ApoE4 status, BMI, and
education. Participants who were ≥ 60 years at study
baseline, had one (MAP) or two (FHS, RS) BMD assess-
ments, were free of dementia, and had dementia follow-
up available were included (Figure S1 for details).

Outcomes

The primary outcome was incident dementia, and the
secondary outcome was incident AD. The surveillance
methods and dementia tracking for FHS are published.14

Diagnoses were made by a panel with a neurologist and a
neuropsychologist following referrals or decline in cogni-
tive status.14 In RS, cognitive testing15 was used for refer-
ral to a neurologist-led adjudication panel. In MAP,
annual cognitive testing with a global cognition summary
measure and individual domains and diagnosis of cogni-
tive impairment were performed at home visits, and a
decision tree informed clinical diagnoses by combining
data reduction techniques for the cognitive performance
testing with a series of discrete clinical judgments made
in series by a neuropsychologist and a clinician, and the
clinician is then asked to confirm the decisions.12,16 In
FHS and RS we noted dementia and AD diagnoses up to
10 years after the baseline visit. In MAP, diagnoses were
made at annual visits, and so we included diagnoses
within 10 annual visits of the baseline visit.

FIGURE 1 Study design. Bone mineral

density (BMD) of the hip femoral neck or heel

calcaneus was collected at one or two timepoints

with the second (Framingham Heart Study,

Rotterdam Study) or only (Memory and Aging

Project) timepoint serving as study baseline.

Participants were ≥60 and free of dementia at

baseline and followed for 10 years for incident

dementia or Alzheimer's disease. The time

between BMD measurements was roughly

4 years for the Rotterdam Study and 8 years for

the Framingham Heart Study.
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Statistical methods

We used Cox proportional hazards model to examine the
associations between baseline BMD in g/cm2 or prior
bone loss in percent per year and incident dementia or
AD adjusting for covariates and family structure in FHS
as a random effect, where we computed a kinship matrix
from the pedigree file using the kinship2 package in R.17

We tested the proportional hazards assumption and
inspected the Martingale residuals in each model. We
performed a meta-analysis of baseline BMD across all
three studies and prior bone loss in FHS and RS using
fixed and random effects models with the inverse vari-
ance method to pool results, testing for study heterogene-
ity in models with at least three studies using Cochran's
Q test. We performed power calculations using the
“powerSurvEpi” package in R and showed 82% power for
baseline BMD across the three studies and >99% power
for prior bone loss across FHS and RS. For all analyses
we used a Type I error rate of 5%.

RESULTS

The characteristics of the participants are shown in
Table 1. The sample size, female proportion, and median
age at baseline were 1643, 57%, and 73 years in FHS;
2138, 56%, and 72 years in RS; and 650, 74%, and 81 in
MAP. The median baseline BMD and prior bone loss
were 0.85 g/cm2 and 0.22% per year, respectively, in FHS,
and 0.87 g/cm2 and 0.09%, respectively, in RS. In MAP

the median baseline estimated BMD (eBMD) was
0.43 g/cm2. The number of dementia diagnoses in FHS,
RS, and MAP, respectively, were 207 (13%), 210 (10%),
and 189 (29%), and for AD, 167 (10%), 152 (7%), and
179 (28%).

We did not observe significant associations between
baseline BMD and incident dementia in any of the indi-
vidual studies (Table 2). The meta-analysis across studies
revealed a significant association between baseline BMD
and incident dementia with HR = 0.47 per increase in
g/cm2 (95% CI: 0.23–0.96; p = 0.038), or HR = 0.91 per
standard deviation (SD) increase (95% CI: 0.84–0.995),
with no evidence of heterogeneity (p = 0.74) and a signif-
icant association with AD (HR = 0.48 per increase in
g/cm2; 95% CI: 0.24–0.98; p = 0.043; or HR = 0.92 per SD
increase; 95% CI: 0.84–0.998) with no evidence of hetero-
geneity (p = 0.73). We observed a significant association
between prior bone loss and incident dementia in FHS
(HR = 1.30; 95% CI: 1.12–1.51; p < 0.001) but not in RS
(Table 2) or in the meta-analysis estimate from FHS
and RS.

DISCUSSION

We modeled time to dementia or AD in a set of
dementia-free adults from FHS, RS, and MAP, as a
function of baseline BMD (of the hip femoral neck or
heel calcaneus) or annualized decline in BMD prior to
baseline (prior bone loss). We showed a significant pro-
tective association between higher baseline BMD and

TABLE 1 Framingham Heart

Study (FHS), Rotterdam Study (RS),

and Memory and Aging Project (MAP)

cohort characteristics.

Characteristic FHS, N = 1643a RS, N = 2138a MAP, N = 650a

Female sex 944 (57%) 1201 (56%) 481 (74%)

Age at baseline visit (years) 73 (66, 79) 72 (67, 77) 81 (77, 85)

Prior bone loss (% per year)b 0.22 (�0.30, 0.78) 0.09 (�0.69, 0.93) –

Baseline BMD (g/cm2) 0.85 (0.75, 0.96) 0.87 (0.77, 0.96) 0.43 (0.34, 0.52)

Current smokerc 101 (6.2%) 318 (14.8%) 23 (3.5%)

BMI at baseline visitc 27.1 (24.4, 30.4) 26.5 (24.3, 29.1) 26.5 (23.7, 29.8)

≥1 APOE ε4 allele 338 (21%) 599 (28%) 143 (22%)

Missing 19 (1.2%) 0 (0%) <11 (<1%)

Highest level of education

College 788 (48%) 198 (9%) 445 (68%)

HS 557 (34%) 1610 (75%) 205 (32%)

Missing 298 (18%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Incident dementia by year 10 207 (13%) 210 (10%) 189 (29%)

Incident AD by year 10 167 (10%) 152 (7%) 179 (28%)

aNumber (%); median (interquartile range).
bPrior bone loss not available.
c<11 missing.
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time to dementia and time to AD when meta-analyzing
across three studies, but we found a significant associa-
tion between prior bone loss and incident dementia in
only one study. Our study is the first to measure the
association between prior bone loss and incident
dementia and to compare the association between
baseline BMD and prior bone loss with incident
dementia in the same study. Our positive results for
baseline BMD and dementia are consistent with prior
studies,1,2,7 and while our results for bone loss and
dementia do not have precedent, other studies have
shown a significant association between bone loss and
cognitive decline.4,5

While we have adjusted by known confounders, we
did not adjust for activity level which was not consis-
tently measured across studies, so part of the association
may be due to confounding by activity level. We note
that the average BMD was roughly the same in FHS and
RS (0.85 and 0.87 g/cm2, respectively), but was only
0.43 g/cm2 in MAP for eBMD. Part of this difference
may be the higher median age (81 in MAP and 73 and
72 in FHS, RS, respectively) and higher percentage of
females (74% in MAP and 57% and 56% in FHS, RS,
respectively), as both are associated with lower BMD.
Also, in MAP, BMD was measured at the heel via ultra-
sound and in FHS and RS at the femoral neck via DXA.
The correlation of heel eBMD with BMD at other skele-
tal sites has been shown to be significant but modest,18

although eBMD does show strong heritability like other
skeletal sites,19 and has moderate sensitivity and high
specificity in detecting osteoporosis compared to hip
and spine via DXA.20

We only found a significant association between prior
bone loss and incident dementia in FHS, not RS. We note
that the average rate of prior bone in FHS was greater
than that of RS (0.22 vs. 0.09%/year, respectively),
although both estimates showed high variability. Also,
RS had a a shorter interval between bone density mea-
sures than FHS (4 compared with 8 years). Longer bone
loss assessment allows for greater precision, which is
important considering the high variability in bone loss
overall. Thus, baseline BMD, but not prior bone loss,
showed robust and reproducible association with inci-
dent dementia.

A meta-analysis is an effective approach to combine
evidence across studies with similar study designs and
comparable measures of outcomes, exposures, and cov-
ariates, although it is important to test for heterogene-
ity of results across studies.21 In our study, the three
studies designs were similar, and the measures were
similar, except for skeletal site and type of BMD assess-
ment. However, despite this difference, BMD effect esti-
mates were quite similar across studies, and tests of
heterogeneity were not significant. An alternative
approach is to perform a cross cohort analysis which
allows for more detailed characterization of cohort-
specific effects, but this requires individual data analy-
sis across studies which was not possible with our data
use limitations.

A pertinent question is what mechanisms may link
low BMD and bone loss to risk of dementia. This associa-
tion may be due to common risk factors8 or shared patho-
logical mechanisms. Estrogen exposure has been
associated with cognitive decline22,23 and bone health10

TABLE 2 Comparison and meta-

analysis of the association between

bone mineral density (BMD) (g/cm2) or

prior bone loss (% change per year) and

incident dementia or incident

Alzheimer's disease (AD) across studies.

Each measure is included as a

continuous measure adjusting for age,

sex, ApoE4 status, education, and body

mass index (BMI). The model is

described by the main predictor and the

outcome in the first column. Hazard

ratio, 95% confidence interval, and p-

value are given for individual studies,

and the results of the common effect

and random effect meta-analyses are

given.

Outcome Predictor Study Study resultsa

Dementia BMD (g/cm2) FHS 0.47 (0.13–1.69, p = 0.250)

RS 0.64 (0.21–1.97, p = 0.437)

MAP 0.33 (0.09–1.16, p = 0.084)

Meta (Fixed) 0.47 (0.23–0.96, p = 0.038)

Meta (Random) 0.47 (0.23–0.96, p = 0.038)

AD BMD (g/cm2) FHS 0.59 (0.15–2.38, p = 0.460)

RS 0.68 (0.18–2.6, p = 0.57)

MAP 0.34 (0.091, 1.23, p = 0.10)

Meta (Fixed) 0.48 (0.24–0.98, p = 0.043)

Meta (Random) 0.48 (0.24–0.98, p = 0.043)

Dementia Prior bone loss
(% per year)

FHS 1.30 (1.12–1.51, p < 0.001)

RS 0.99 (0.92–1.07, p = 0.837)

Meta (Fixed) 1.05 (0.98–1.12, p = 0.17)

Meta (Random) 1.12 (0.87–1.47, p = 0.38)

aHazard Ratio (95% confidence interval, p-value).

BONE DENSITY MEASURES AND DEMENTIA 5
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although estrogen use was not associated with incident
dementia in FHS in this study (data not shown).
Immunological factors may contribute to both bone loss24

and dementia.25 Finally, circulating bone-derived pro-
teins and cells have been shown to influence AD progres-
sion and cognitive decline.26–29 Our studies occurred
during the introduction of modern osteoporosis drugs
like alendronate (FDA-approved in 1999). While alendro-
nate use may increase BMD, the effects on dementia risk
are unknown. The strengths of this study are that it
uses three high-quality longitudinal studies with a com-
bined sample size of 4431 with carefully adjudicated
assessment of dementia and AD and either longitudinal
assessment of bone density using gold standard DXA
scanning or a single assessment using quantitative heel
ultrasound. The limitations are participants are mostly of
European ancestry, limiting generalizability, and lack of
inclusion of exercise as a potential confounder. In conclu-
sion, our results indicate that BMD, but not prior bone
loss, is a strong and independent predictor of incident
dementia in cognitively intact adults.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional supporting information can be found online
in the Supporting Information section at the end of this
article.

Figure S1. Consort diagrams showing inclusion of the
Framingham Heart Study (Original and Offspring) partic-
ipants, Rotterdam Study (RS1) participants, and Memory
and Aging Project participants.
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